July Recollections for Women

Note on Health and Safety protocols:
Following Archdiocesan regulations, the parish asks people to bring masks to use while entering the vestibule and Church, though people can remove the masks if they wish when they are seated in Church.

Thursday, July 2, 2020
St. Gerard Majella Parish
1971 Dougherty Ferry Rd
Kirkwood, MO 63122
*7:00 p.m.- 9:30 p.m.
Priests available at 7:00 p.m. for confessions
Meditation at 7:15
Talk at 8:00
Two Priest available for confession
Meditation with Exposition at 8:45

Wednesday, July 15, 2020
Ascension Catholic Church
230 Santa Maria Dr.
Chesterfield, MO 63005
9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Priest available at 9:15 Confessions
Parish Mass at Noon

Take some time out of your busy life to reflect and grow on the inside.
Both recollections include two homilies, a talk and the opportunity for spiritual direction or to receive the Sacrament of Confession.

The recollections for women are entrusted to Opus Dei, a personal prelature of the Catholic Church. Opus Dei is a Catholic institution founded by St. Josemaría Escrivá. Its mission is to help people turn their work and daily activities into occasions for growing closer to God, for serving others, and for improving society.